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1
Topic : Personal Details

Read the substitution tables below. 

Aisyah

Fahri

Azalea

is my

sister.

cousin.

friend.

She

He

is in year

three.

four.

five.

She

He

likes

reading.

singing.

drawing.

She

He

reads

sings

draws

adventure stories.

English songs.

beautiful pictures.

She

He

reads storybooks 

sings English songs

draws beautiful pictures

in the

library.

bedroom.

garden.

Her

His 

ambition is to be

a

an

author.

singer.

artist.

Write two more paragraphs from the substitution tables given.

Example: Aisyah is my sister. She is in year three. She likes 

reading. She reads adventure stories. She reads storybooks in the library. Her 

ambition is to be an author. 
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 

Aisyah is ____________ sister. She is __________ year three. 

___________ likes reading. __________ reads adventure stories. She reads 

storybooks  ___________ the library. ____________  ambition is to be an 

author. 

Fahri is ____________ cousin. He is __________ year four. 

___________ likes singing. __________ sings English song. He sings English 

songs ___________ the bedroom. ____________ ambition is to be a singer. 

Azalea is ____________ friend. She is __________ year five. 

___________ likes drawing. __________ draws beautiful pictures. She draws 

pictures ___________ the garden. ____________ ambition is to be an artist. 
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Rearrange the words to form correct sentences. 

is1. She year in three.

2.

3.

draws beautiful She pictures.

likes reading. She

4. the in reads library. storybooks She

5. ambition to His singer. beis a

Rewrite the sentences by replacing the underline words. 

Azalea - friend  - she  - five  - drawing  - pictures  - garden  - her  - artist  
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Topic : Relationships

Read the substitution tables below. 

Encik Nazri

Puan Syida

Natalia 

is my

uncle.

mother.

cousin.

He

She

is a 

fireman.

teacher.

clerk.

He

She

works in in a / an

fire station.

school.

office.

He 

She

puts out fire.

teaches pupils.

types letters.

He

She

goes to work by

car.

taxi.

bus.

Write two more paragraphs from the substitution tables given.

Example: Encik Nazri is my uncle. He is a fireman. He works in a fire 

station.  He puts out fire. He goes to work by car.
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 

Encik Nazri is my uncle. He is _________ fireman. He works in 

__________ fire station. _________ puts out fire. ___________ goes to work by 

car. 

Puan Syida is my mother. She is _________ teacher. She works in 

__________ school. _________ teaches pupils. ___________ goes to work by taxi. 

Natalia is my cousin. She is _________ clerk. She works in 

__________ office. _________  types letters. ___________ goes to work by bus. 

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences. 

1. is cousin. Natalia my

2. She teacher. a is

3. works She in office. an

4. letter. She types
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Rewrite the sentences by replacing the underline words. 

Puan Syida - mother  - she  - teacher  - school  - teaches  - work  - taxi

Natalia - cousin  - she  - clerk  - office  - types  - work  - bus

Make sentences using the given words.

Encik Nazri -

uncle  - he  -

fireman

works  - fire 

station 
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Topic : Occupations

Read the substitution tables below. 

Mr. Rama

Encik Syukri

Puan Kalsom

Swee Lan

is a 

baker.

butcher.

shopkeeper.

rubber tapper.

He 

She

bakes

sells

taps

bread.

meat.

things.

rubber trees. 

He 

She 

works in a 

bakery.

market.

shop.

rubber estate.

He 

She

goes to work by

van.

motorcycle.

car.

bicycle.

Write three more paragraphs from the substitution tables given.

Example: Mr. Rama is a baker. He bakes bread. He works in  

bakery. He goes to work by van.  
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words. 

Encik Syukri is a butcher. He ___________ meat. He _______ in a 

market. He ___________ to work by motorcycle.

Mr. Rama is baker. He __________ bread. He _____________  in a 

bakery. He ____________ to work by van.

Swee Lan is a rubber tapper. She ___________ rubber trees. 

She _________ in a rubber estate. She ___________ to work by bicycle. 

Puan Kalsom is a shopkeeper. She ____________ things. She 

_________ in a shop. She _____________ to work by car. 

Rearrange the words to form correct sentences. 

1. is baker. Mr. Rama a

2. bakes He bread.

3. butcher. is Encik Syukri a

4. goes She to by car. work
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Rewrite the sentences by replacing the underline words. 

Puan Kalsom - shopkeeper  - she  - sells  - things  - shop  - car

Swee Lan - rubber tapper  - she  - taps  - rubber trees  

- rubber estate  - bicycle

Make sentences using the given words.

Encik Syukri -

butcher  - sells  

- meat  - works  

- market

- goes  - work  

- motorcycle
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